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Needleman-Wunsch

• Match. This is where two letters match at 
the same index value.  The two letters at 
the current index are the same. For this 
we could assign a score of +1.

• Mismatch: This is where the letters do not 
match the same index. For this we could 
assign a score of -1.

• Indel (INsertion or DELetion). This is a 
deletion or insertion of a character within 
the alignment. For this we could assign a 
score of -1.



Smith-Waterman
• Similar to Needleman-Wunsh, but 

negative scoring cells are set to zero. The 
traceback for the sequence then begins 
within the highest scoring matrix cell and 
continues until we reach a zero scoring
cell. 

• Figure outlines an example with a scoring 
of +1 for a match, 0 for a mismatch, and -1 
for both an insertion and a deletion, and 
for the string of "Aplecore" and 
"Applecain”.

The scoring for each cell is then the highest of 
the three candidate scores. We then make a 
path from the bottom right cell to the top left 
by tracing the arrows. In the example:

erocel-pa
niacelppA
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Phonetic matching

Phonetically:

“Castle” 

Then becomes 

“k-a-s-e-l”

or more formally as “kɑːs(ə)l”



Soundex
Soundex uses a phonetic algorithm to classify a sound 
as it is pronounced. It focuses on matching phrases 
which have minor spelling errors. A Soundex code has 
a letter followed by three numbers, such as C253. The 
first letter is the first letter of the surname. 

Coding
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Regular Expressions

 [ character_group ]

Matches any single character in character_group. By default, the match is case-sensitive.
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RegEx

[ character_group ] Match any single character in character_group Example: gr[ae]y – gray, grey
[ ^character_group ] Match any single character in character_group Example: gr[^ae]y – grby, grcy
[a-z] Character range Example a, b, c … z
{n}  Matches previous character repeated n times
a{n,m} Matches between n and m or a
\d Matches a digit
. Single character
(a | b) Matches a or b
a? Zero or one match of a
a* Zero or more match of a
a+ One or more match of a
$ Match at the end
Escape: \s (space)

Telephone: \\d{3}[-.]?\\d{3}[-.]?\\d{4}

Email: [a-zA-Z0-9._%+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9._%+-]

444.444.2312

test@home.com

Master: 5\\d{3}(\\s|-)?\\d{4}(\\s|-)?\\d{4}(\\s|-)?\d{4}
Am Ex: 3\\d{3}(\\s|-)?\\d{6}(\\s|-)?\\d{5}
Visa: 4\\d{3}(\\s|-)?\\d{4}(\\s|-)?\\d{4}(\\s|-)?\d{4}

5555-1234-3456-4312

Year: [0-9]{4}

IP: [0-9]{1,3}\.[0-9]{1,3}\.[0-9]{1,3}.[0-9]{1,3} 
1.2.3.4

1961



Regular Expressions
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